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Please do not hesitate to contact any of the named people for
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simone.pearlman@hsf.com or your relationship partner.
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DEVELOPMENTS OF
GENERAL INTEREST
1.

BREXIT

1.1	Challenge or opportunity? Our updated legal guide toBrexit
When we began analysing in depth the possibility of Britain exiting the
European Union, 18 months prior to the June 2016 referendum, the
HERBERT SMITH FREEHILLS
07
SECTION TITLE
business consensus was
very
much that Brexit was a remote prospect
that either would never happen or not matter.

10
10
10

Fast forward just over two years and the reality could not be more
different. In this updated edition of our Brexit legal guide, we take
stock of the present situation, summarising the key developments
since last year's vote and what is to be expected in the months ahead.
33 99
From the outset, our approach to Brexit has been defined by objective
analysis and a global perspective. The vast majority of our clients and
33 99
our 3,000 lawyers are not based in the UK. We shall continue in 2017
to leverage this worldwide network to bring maximum clarity to our
clients' understanding of the details of the debates and negotiations
33 99 HERBERT SMITH FREEHILLS
and to develop thoughtful solutions to the complex challenges ahead.

As well as looking at Brexit from different regional perspectives, we
have acknowledged the breadth of the issues it raises and adopted
a collaborative approach, working not only with our clients' own
Brexit teams but with other leading experts to analyse and assess
GURES the implications and to develop new ideas of how they might
be addressed.
Should you wish to discuss how Brexit affects you and what
to do in response, please contact Dorothy Livingston or
Gavin Williams.

TITLE for fACTS

£1bn2.2.1

OREM IPSUM SIT AMET
inancial fact torione optatur, cus lorem.

CORPORATE
Corporate reporting – payment practices reporting

Regulations requiring large UK incorporated companies and LLPs to
report on their invoice payment practices are planned to come into
OREM IPSUM SIT AMET force on 6 April 2017 for financial years beginning on or after that date.
inancial fact torione optatur, cus lorem.

+30%

+66%

The requirement to produce a report will apply to a UK incorporated
company or LLP in relation to a financial year if it was a large entity on
OREM IPSUM SIT AMET
inancial fact torione optatur, cus lorem.
the dates of its last two balance sheets. UK incorporated parent
companies are required to report on their own payment practices if
both that parent company and the group it heads were large on the
last two balance sheet dates. For these purposes, a company, LLP or
group is "large" if it is large for accounting purposes under the
Companies Act 2006.
The reporting requirement applies to "qualifying contracts", being
contracts: (i) between two or more businesses; (ii) with sufficient
nexus to the UK; (iii) which are for goods, services or intangible
property; and (iv) which are not for financial services.
The report must include a range of detailed information, including:
Narrative information on the entity's standard business terms and
its processes for resolving payment disputes with suppliers.
Statistics on the average number of days taken to make payments;
the percentage of invoices paid in within certain timeframes; and the
percentage of payments not paid within agreed terms.

The availability of e-invoicing and supply chain finance, whether
monies are deducted from payments as a charge to remain on the
entity's list of suppliers and whether the entity is a signatory to a
payment code.
HERBERT SMITH FREEHILLS
Entities
within scope must produce a report for every six month period
within 30 days of the end of the period. The report must be approved
by a director and sent to a centrally-hosted Government website.

The Government has produced guidance on the requirements and the
draft Reporting on Payment Practices and Performance Regulations
2017, which have been laid before Parliament, are available on the
www.legislation.gov.uk website.
For further information, please contact Carol Shutkever or
Gareth Sykes.

2.2	Schemes of arrangement – High Court considers
"share splitting"
The High Court has sanctioned a scheme of arrangement to implement
a takeover of a company where a target shareholder opposed to the
transaction had engaged in "share splitting" with the intention of
blocking the scheme. This is the first time that the UK courts have
considered how share splitting on a scheme should be treated.
Under the Companies Act 2006, a scheme of arrangement must be
approved by a majority in number representing 75% in value of the
members present and voting. In this case, a shareholder had
attempted to defeat a scheme by gifting one share each to over 400
individuals opposed to the transaction, with the aim of defeating the
"majority in number" test.
In this case, In the matter of Dee Valley Group plc and in the matter of the
Companies Act 2006 [2017] EWHC 184 (Ch), the court concluded that:
share-splitting undermines the spirit of the scheme legislation and
is objectionable;
members voting at a class meeting directed by the court must
exercise their power to vote for the purpose of benefiting the class
as a whole and not merely individual members only (noting that a
scheme meeting is different from a company's general meeting);
the chairman had the power to reject the votes on proper
grounds; and
the chairman was right to disallow the votes of the transferee
shareholders because they had each acquired a single share
where the objective can only have been to manipulate the voting at
the class meeting to defeat the scheme – they could have given no
consideration to the interests of the class of members they
had joined.
The judge concluded that, as a matter of the court's discretion, the
scheme should be approved. The opposing shareholders did not
appeal the decision and the scheme has now become effective.
Further discussion of this case can be found in our "M&A Standpoint"
article on the decision. Herbert Smith Freehills is acting for Severn
Trent on the Dee Valley Scheme.

0

0

0
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For further information, please contact Robert Moore,
Carol Shutkever or Gareth Sykes.

2.3	Listing regime – review of the structure of the UK's
primarymarkets
The Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) has published two papers as
part of its review of the structure of the UK's primary markets:
a consultation paper called "Review of the Effectiveness of the
Primary Markets: Enhancements to the Listing Regime" (CP17/4)
setting out proposed changes to the Listing Rules in three areas:
eligibility for premium listing; class transactions and the calculation
of the class tests; and reverse takeovers; and
a discussion paper called "Review of the Effectiveness of the Primary
Markets: The UK Primary Markets Landscape" (DP17/2) seeking
feedback on how the
UK primary
capital markets can most
HERBERT SMITH FREEHILLS
07
SECTION TITLE
effectively meet the needs of issuers and investors.
The consultation paper proposes changes to the eligibility
requirements for commercial companies seeking admission to the
premium listing segment which the FCA says are intended to provide
greater clarity on those requirements. There are also proposed
changes to the significant transaction rules. When a premium listed
33 99
company enters into a transaction that is not in the ordinary course of
business, it must assess the size the of the transaction relative to the
33 size
99of the listed company, using the "class tests" set out in the Annex
to Listing Rule Chapter 10. The FCA is proposing to make amendments
to the "profits test" to provide greater flexibility. Finally, the FCA is
to remove the "rebuttable presumption of suspension" in
33 proposing
99
connection with the announcement of a reverse takeover. Currently,
under Listing Rule Chapter 5, when a proposed reverse takeover
becomes public, the FCA will suspend the issuer's listing if there is
insufficient information about the proposed transaction for the market
to properly assess the transaction.

URES The discussion paper considers whether the current boundary

between the standard and premium listing categories is appropriate
and whether the regime should be redrawn to improve effectiveness
HERBERT SMITH FREEHILLS
07
SECTION TITLE
including a possible new international segment. It also seeks views on
the effectiveness of UK primary equity markets in providing capital
for fACTS
HERBERT SMITH FREEHILLS
and whether different structures and regulation may improve this,
particularly for early-stage science and technology companies, and
the effectiveness and accessibility of the debt capital markets. The
PSUM SIT AMET
Paper does not propose any specific rule changes but
fact torione optatur,Discussion
cus lorem.
invites views on various issues.
0 33 99

£1bn

+30%

Comments on both the consultation paper and discussion paper are
33 sought
99 by 14 May 2017.

PSUM SIT AMET
fact torione optatur, cus lorem.

0

+66%

For further information, please contact Carol Shutkever or
99 Gareth Sykes.

PSUM SIT AMET
fact torione optatur, cus lorem.

0

HERBERT SMITH FREEHILLS
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3.

DISPUTE RESOLUTION

3.1	Controversial decision applying narrow interpretation of
"client" for purposes of legal advice privilege
In a widely publicised decision last December arising out of the RBS

URES Rights Issue Litigation [2016] EWHC 3161 (Ch), the High Court found
that interviews conducted by a bank's solicitors with its employees

were not covered by legal advice privilege as the employees in
question did not form part of the "client" for privilege purposes. The
judge took the view that he was bound to reach this conclusion,
applying the narrow interpretation of "client" from the notorious Court
of Appeal decision in Three Rivers No 5.
It was anticipated that RBS would appeal the decision directly to the
Supreme Court, the judge having granted a "leapfrog" certificate to
allow that to happen (subject to the Supreme Court granting
permission). However, the appeal will not take place, as recent
amendments to the claimants' case mean the disputed documents are
no longer relevant to the issues in the action.
The current position causes significant practical problems for
corporates wishing to take legal advice with the benefit of privilege. As
Three Rivers No 5 has been interpreted in the RBS decision, legal advice
HERBERT SMITH FREEHILLS
privilege
is restricted to communications between a lawyer and those
individuals who are authorised to seek and obtain legal advice on
behalf of the organisation. Importantly, it does not extend to those
who are authorised only to provide information to the lawyers, even if
the lawyers need that information to be able to advise the
organisation. If this approach is followed in other cases, it may
significantly restrict the number of communications that are likely to
benefit from legal advice privilege in the corporate context.
For further information, please contact Anna Pertoldi or
Maura McIntosh.

3.2	Successful challenge to English court jurisdiction over
claims against UK domiciled parent company in relation to
acts of subsidiary abroad
Two companies in the Shell group (domiciled in the UK and Nigeria
respectively) have successfully challenged the jurisdiction of the
English court to hear claims against them relating to alleged pollution
in the Niger Delta in Nigeria (in Okpabi and others v Royal Dutch Shell Plc
and another [2017] EWHC 89 (TCC)).
We understand that permission to appeal has been granted and that
HERBERT SMITH FREEHILLS
the Court
of Appeal will be invited to decide when the English court's
jurisdiction will be engaged in claims against a UK headquartered
parent company for the negligent acts (or omissions) of its subsidiary
companies around the globe. The present decision suggests that in
many cases it may be difficult to establish jurisdiction in such
circumstances, particularly where the claimants are unable to
establish that there was a close relationship between themselves and
the parent company.
For further information, please contact Anna Pertoldi or
Maura McIntosh.

3.3	Employers may owe duty of care to employees in conduct
and settlement of claims
The Court of Appeal has ruled that a Police Commissioner, who was
sued for vicarious liability for the actions of police officers, might
arguably owe a duty of care to those officers in relation to the conduct of
the litigation, not to sacrifice their interests and professional reputation
without good reason and reasonable warning (in James-Bowen v
Commissioner of Police for the Metropolis [2016] EWCA Civ 1217). This
decision has potential implications for any organisation facing claims
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that it is vicariously liable for an employee's conduct, particularly where
fraud or other serious wrongdoing is alleged. If such a duty is found to
exist, it could affect how employers conduct the defence and settlement
of such claims. The present decision, however, is merely that such a
duty is arguable, not that it exists.
For further information, please contact Anna Pertoldi or
Maura McIntosh.

4.

EMPLOYMENT AND PENSIONS

4.1

Employment

4.1.1	Gender pay gap reporting: final regulations and
draft guidance
The final form draft regulations on gender pay gap reporting have now
been approved by Parliament. The new requirements are due to apply
to private sector employers with 250 or more employees from 6 April
2017. The first snapshot of data must be taken on 5 April 2017 and
published by 4 April 2018. The detail of the new obligation is set out in
HERBERT SMITH FREEHILLS
07
SECTION TITLE
our briefing here.
Acas and the Government Equalities Office have also published draft
guidance on the new reporting obligation, discussed in our blog post
here. An updated version of our briefing reflecting the guidance will be
available shortly.

10

33 There
99 is now just a short window for employers to prepare before the
first snapshot date. Important first steps are to identify which group
are above the threshold and which individuals' data must
10 33 companies
99
be included, particularly where there are significant numbers of
overseas or casual workers off payroll. Employers will then need to
10 33 decide
99 whether they want to do the minimum calculations required by
the regulations, or review the relevant data in more detail to seek to
understand the reasons for any gender pay gap and create an action
plan to address it. It would be prudent to ensure any detailed review is
covered by legal professional privilege, and particular care should be
taken to avoid unguarded internal comment (not protected by
about what the statistics show. Issues around the timing of
GURES privilege)
publication and internal and external communications will also need
to be considered.

Greater disclosure of pay information by private sector employers will
increase the potential exposure to equal pay claims. The tribunal in the
HERBERT SMITH FREEHILLS
07
SECTION TITLE
much-publicised claim
against
Asda has recently rejected an
argument that pay in the retail and distribution divisions could not be
compared as the divisions were managed separately; the fact that
OREM IPSUM SIT AMET
inancial fact torione optatur,both
cus lorem. were subject to budgetary control and oversight of the executive
HERBERT SMITH FREEHILLS
board was sufficient to permit comparison.

TITLE for fACTS

£1bn

+30%

Employers should also bear in mind that it may not be possible for
33 them
99 to defend equal pay (or other) claims in a vacuum, and that
earlier tribunal decisions could be taken into account where they
contain relevant findings of fact (eg as to whether certain jobs are
33 99
equivalent). This will now be easier following the introduction of an
online register of employment tribunal judgments available here.

OREM IPSUM SIT AMET
inancial fact torione optatur, cus lorem.

10

+66%
10

OREM IPSUM SIT AMET
inancial fact torione optatur, cus lorem.

10

33

99

For further information, please contact Andrew Taggart or
Anna Henderson.

4.1.2	Forthcoming legislative reforms: industrial action, taxation
on termination payments and salary sacrifice
The majority of the Trade Union Act 2016 is to come into force on
1 March 2017, including the new ballot requirements, changes to the
required notice for industrial action and expiry of the mandate for
industrial action. Further details of the Act can be found in our
May 2016 briefing. There is still no decision from the Government as
to whether it intends to go ahead with the proposal to remove the
restriction on hiring agency staff during industrial action. A review
into the possibility of electronic balloting is due by the end of the year.
The tax burden from employee terminations will increase from April
2018. In its Autumn Statement the government confirmed that it will
be going ahead with proposals to change the taxation of termination
payments and in particular to provide that all basic pay in respect of
unworked notice be treated as earnings subject to income tax and
employer and employee National Insurance Contributions (NICs)
(regardless of whether there is a contractual payment in lieu clause).
TheHERBERT
original
plan to treat bonuses in the same way has been
SMITH FREEHILLS
dropped. Employer NICs will be payable on termination payments
above £30,000.
The Autumn Statement also confirmed that restrictions on the tax
relief for salary sacrifice schemes will come into force in April 2017.
Existing arrangements are protected until April 2018 (or, for cars,
accommodation and school fees, April 2021). Employers may wish
to review any salary sacrifice schemes offered in light of this change.
For further information, please contact Peter Frost or
Anna Henderson.

4.1.3	Updated and expanded cross-border guide: employee
issues on business transfers
Employment law issues rarely determine the strategy for a
multi-jurisdictional business acquisition, but they can certainly give
rise to significant avoidable costs and delay if issues are not spotted in
advance. In the Herbert Smith Freehills 2016 global survey, 57% of
respondents cited employment regulations as one of the reasons a
deal had failed to complete. The temptation may be to assume that
employee issues will be broadly similar in each country, but in practice
employment law varies significantly from jurisdiction to jurisdiction
and it is not even safe to assume that a particular continent will have a
broadly similar approach.
HERBERT SMITH FREEHILLS

Our global Employment, Pensions and Incentives team has recently
updated its guide to employee issues on a multi-jurisdiction business
transfer, to assist our clients in meeting some of these challenges. The
guide has been expanded and now covers 51 jurisdictions, containing
an overview with key practical steps that can be taken to address the
risks and a top level summary of the main employee issues in each
jurisdiction. Please click here to request a copy.
For further information, please contact Christine Young or
Anna Henderson.

06
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Pensions

4.2.1	Government publishes Green Paper on defined benefit
pension schemes
On 20 February 2017 the Government published its long-awaited
Green Paper entitled "Security and Sustainability in Defined Benefit
Pension Schemes". Focusing exclusively on the private sector it aims
to stimulate discussion about, and start the process of mapping out
the way forward with regards to, the various issues that afflicted
defined benefit (DB) schemes in such a high-profile way during the
course of 2016.
Background
2016 saw the legal and regulatory framework within which DB pension
schemes operate called into question like never before. Central to this
was the emerging concept of the "stressed" or "distressed" scheme,
suffering from major underfunding and sponsored by an entity which
– whilst not facing imminent insolvency – generates serious doubt as
to its ongoing ability to provide necessary levels of financial support.
Of equal concern in a different context was felt to be the speed and
manner with which the Pensions Regulator, when faced with corporate
activity that very potentially had a materially-detrimental effect on a
DB scheme, would take action. Cases involving the pension schemes
of well-known entities such as British Steel, Halcrow and BHS led to a
gathering momentum which culminated, in December of last year, in
recommendations by the Work and Pensions Select Committee for a
radical overhaul of certain aspects of that legal and regulatory regime.
Green Paper
The recently-issued Green Paper starts from the premise that we are
fortunate to have a robust and flexible system of pension protection in
the UK. It continues, however, that because of the widely-held view
that aspects of it could be changed to deliver better outcomes (and/or
increase confidence in pensions savings), in line with Government's
responsibility to ensure that the system remains fit for purpose, an
informed discussion on the best way forward needs to take place.
The Green Paper begins by stating the Government's strongly-held
view that there is not a significant structural problem with the current
regulatory and legislative framework. It indicates how there is little
evidence to show that pensions are generally unaffordable for
employers, or that funding deficits are driving them to insolvency –
there is no evidence of an imminent crisis affecting the sustainability
of DB pension schemes generally, it says. It suggests that, on the
whole, the regulatory system applying to DB pension schemes is
satisfactory, and that the funding regime fairly balances the interests
of employers and trustees/members. Perhaps the Government's
overall stance can be best summed up by one quote from the Green
Paper itself: "DB pensions are hard promises – they are debts like any
others, and debts should be honoured where sponsoring employers are able
to do so".
Against this backdrop the Green Paper then goes on to consider four
broad areas – funding and investment, pension scheme affordability,
member protection and scheme consolidation – and whether there is
scope for change. The approach taken appears to be quite a cautious
one, and those who were quietly hoping for a regulatory shake-up
following last year's Select Committee report will probably be
disappointed. A number of the Select Committee's (undoubtedly

HERBERT SMITH FREEHILLS

well-intentioned) recommendations are felt by the Green Paper to be
just not viable. That said, and particularly where adequate safeguards
can be found to minimise the risk of "moral hazard" type abuse by
unscrupulous employers, the Government does appear willing to
listen, and to explore solutions to some of the more pressing issues
faced by the pensions industry.
Areas for potential change
Of the four broad areas considered by the Green Paper, those of
"affordability" and "member protection" appear the most pertinent to
scheme sponsors.
Easements for stressed schemes: Whilst the Government's view is
that no case has been made out for an industry-wide facility to
reduce the level of benefits promised by DB schemes, it does feel
that there may be a case for less rigid arrangements to apply to
stressed schemes and their sponsors. Examples would include:
a relaxation of the "regulated apportionment arrangement"
regime whereby sponsors can separate themselves from
unaffordable schemes (for example by loosening the
requirement that insolvency must be demonstrably likely within
the next 12 months);
permitting such schemes to "run on" without a sponsor, rather
than falling into the Pension Protection Fund (PPF) or going into
wind-up;
allowing benefit levels to be cut in certain, limited circumstances;
and
providing more intensive ongoing support from both the Pensions
Regulator and the professional trustee community.
The existence of adequate safeguards to prevent abuse would need to
be a given; as would a precise definition of the very concept of
"stressed scheme" to which such easements could potentially apply.
Indexation: The Government continues to appear vexed by this most
unwanted hot potato. On the one hand the Green Paper volunteers
that allowing all schemes to move from RPI– to CPI-based indexation
"would have [a] significant impact on members' benefits". And on the
other it recognises the concept of the "scheme rules lottery" that
dictates what a particular scheme must provide, and actively posits
the suggestion of a statutory override to allow just such a switch to
be made. As for stressed schemes, a more targeted approach is
again proposed – potentially including additional flexibilities such as
the temporary suspension of indexation in appropriate
circumstances, or the ability to remove all but statutory minimum
indexation from a scheme's governing provisions.
Regulatory oversight: The Government does not appear keen on
suggestions for a mandatory clearance regime, other than in
"narrowly limited" circumstances requiring a "high threshold" to be
satisfied for clearance to be mandated. Very careful consideration
would need to be given to the potential impact on corporate activity,
and the possibility of (counter-intuitively) an increased risk to
members of pension schemes falling into the PPF.
Punitive fines for those engaging in activity found to have a
detrimental impact on the pension creditor (another suggestion of the
Select Committee) appear to find more favour. But better information
flow between parties to corporate activity and the Pensions Regulator,
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along with the power for the Regulator to compel parties to engage
with it (with strict and possibly criminal sanctions for
non-compliance), are firmly proposed as a means of helping the
Regulator to take a more proactive approach to its regulatory duties.
Increased resources (or perhaps the introduction of "hard charging"
for certain services provided by the Regulator), and the bestowing of
more power into the hands of pension trustees themselves, also
number amongst the suggestions on which discussion is invited.
The Green Paper is in summary very "green" and, whilst
well-intentioned, clearly recognises the difficult balancing act that it is
SMITH FREEHILLS
havingHERBERT
to perform
between supporting the existing regulatory regime
and finding scope for change in suitable circumstances. To the extent
that any of the proposals put forward find favour, the Green Paper can
only be the first of a great many steps towards dealing with the issues
exposed within the pensions industry during the course of 2016. At a
headline level the outcomes it seeks are to be applauded, but whether
any of them are sufficiently viable (and/or capable of sufficient
definition) to make it to the statute books will clearly remain to be seen.
Consultation responses are sought by 14 May 2017. For further
information on the Green Paper and the reforms it is suggesting
please contact Alison Brown, Samantha Brown or Kris Weber.
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SECTOR SPECIFIC
DEVELOPMENTS
5.	BANKING, RESTRUCTURING AND
INSOLVENCY
5.1	EU Bank Recovery and Resolution Directive 2014/59
(BRRD) Article 55 – Contractual Recognition of Bail-in
Requirement

From 1 January 2016, Article 55 of the BRRD obliged European Union
(EU) Member States to make a change in national law which affects a
wide range of contracts, including banking contracts. Article 55 is part
of complex bank resolution legislation and is intended to give weight,
outside the EU, to the powers of the EU resolution authorities to bail in,
ie write down or convert into equity, liabilities of a failing in scope
HERBERT SMITH FREEHILLS
07
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entity to maintain it as a going concern. Broadly, Article 55 requires
that if an EU regulated credit institution or investment firm enters into,
or materially amends, any liability governed by the law of a jurisdiction
outside the EU, it must, from 1 January 2016, obtain a contractually
binding acknowledgement and agreement from the counterparty that
the liability can be bailed in. Due to the wide range of liabilities to
which the requirement applies, in-scope firms have found it very
0 33 difficult
99 to comply with Article 55 in some areas of business, ranging
from trade finance documentation to membership of foreign
0 33 clearing
99 houses.

Furthermore, despite the final draft of the European Banking Authority
standards being adopted in March 2016, it is for national
0 33 technical
99
regulators to enforce and potentially provide flexibility in the
application of the requirement. In the UK, some flexibility has been
provided by amendments made to the Prudential Regulation Authority
(PRA) Rulebook on 1 August 2016 such that UK in-scope entities may
request that the contractual recognition of bail in requirement is
for "phase two" liabilities (ie unsecured liabilities other
URES dis-applied
than debt instruments) where including the bail-in clause is
"impracticable". Financial Conduct Authority (FCA)-authorised firms
may apply for a similar modification direction of the relevant FCA rule
where compliance with the rule is impracticable. The FCA direction
ends on 30 June 2017 (or earlier if the relevant rule is revoked or
for fACTS
amended before then). Notwithstanding these UK modifications, the
requirement has continued to be problematic.

£1bn

Developments at the EU level (in November) indicate that change
should be on the way with the release by the European Commission of
a draft amending Directive of the European Parliament and Council
PSUM SIT AMET and a Communication on "Call for evidence: EU regulatory framework
fact torione optatur, cus lorem.
for financial services". The call for evidence refers to the need to
reduceHERBERT
unnecessary
regulatory constraints on banks' ability to finance
SMITH FREEHILLS
the wider economy and one of the examples given is to ensure that the
PSUM SIT AMET
recognition of bail-in requirement can be applied
fact torione optatur,contractual
cus lorem.
pragmatically. It also acknowledges some of the difficulties which
banks are facing when trying to comply and proposes a replacement
Article 55. Although the current drafting of the proposed replacement
does not appear to achieve the desired aim, it is to be hoped that
Article 55 may become less problematic for in-scope entities
during 2017.

PSUM SIT AMET
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For further information, please contact William Breeze.

5.2	European Commission proposals for new rules to
determine law applicable to third party effects of an
assignment of a debt claim
Following a report issued in September 2016, the European
Commission is expected to launch a consultation in 2017 on its
proposals for new EU rules to be put in place to determine the law
which will govern the effectiveness, as against third parties, of an
assignment of a debt claim. Currently, the Rome I Regulation (EC No
593/2008) does not address which law governs the effectiveness of
an assignment against third parties, and national law differs. The
Commission sees this, as well as questions about priority between
HERBERT SMITH FREEHILLS
competing
third parties, as a crucial aspect of ensuring legal certainty
in cross-border business operations. The three possible approaches
suggested are:
the law applicable to the assigned claim (which is the approach
taken under English law);
the law of the contract between the assignor and the assignee; or
the law of the assignor's habitual residence.
For further information, please contact William Breeze.

5.3

Insolvency update

Small Business, Enterprise and Employment Act 2015 (SBEE Act)
Under the SBEE Act and related secondary legislation, further changes
to insolvency law will come into force on 6 April 2017. These changes
include the loosening of requirements to hold physical creditor
meetings, the abolition of final creditor meetings and new procedures
to enable creditors to opt out of receiving routine correspondence and
office-holder reports (other than those relating to dividend payments).

Insolvency Rules 2016
New Insolvency Rules 2016 will come into force on 6 April 2017 (IR
2016), replacing the Insolvency Rules 1986 (IR 1986). The IR 2016 are
intended to simplify and modernise the IR 1986, principally by
reducing certain procedural requirements and red tape.

Recast Insolvency Regulation ((EU) 2015/848)
A recast version of EC Regulation 1346/2000 on insolvency
proceedings, which seeks to harmonise the regulation and
enforcement of insolvency proceedings among EU Member States by
providing for the affairs of insolvent companies and individuals to be
administered in the jurisdiction in which they have their centre of main
interests, came into force on 26 June 2015. The Recast Insolvency
Regulation will apply to relevant insolvency proceedings from 26 June
2017. Changes include:
a new three month "look-back" period which will be relevant when
determining a debtor's centre of main interest and which aims to
reduce abusive forum shopping;
new procedural rules to improve co-ordination between insolvency
practitioners in group insolvency situations; and
the creation of a new Europe-wide insolvency register.

Review of the Corporate Insolvency Framework
In May 2016, the Insolvency Service published a consultation paper
setting out a number of options designed to improve the existing
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corporate insolvency regime. The four main areas being
considered are:
a new three month moratorium for distressed companies;
a widening of the definition of essential supplies to allow distressed
companies to maintain business-critical contracts;
the introduction of a flexible restructuring plan that would bind both
secured and unsecured creditors and introduce a "cram-down"
mechanism; and
HERBERT SMITH FREEHILLS

amending the rules regarding priorities to allow rescue financing to
be put in place.
The responses to the 07proposals
were not, in general, positive. The
SECTION TITLE
Government published a summary of the responses on 28 September
2016 and is understood to be continuing to review the proposals in
light of the responses received. Further developments in 2017 are
therefore awaited.

HERBERT SMITH FREEHILLS

For further information, please contact Laurence Elliott.
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The Competition and Markets Authority (CMA) has secured for the
33 first
99time the disqualification of a company director on the basis of an
infringement of competition law.

COMPETITION, REGULATION AND TRADE

£1bn

The CMA has had the power to seek CDDOs (for up to 15 years) since
June 2003, but this is the first time it has done so. Its public
comments on this case indicate it will seek to use this power more
extensively in future. 07WhilstSECTION
Daniel
Aston was personally involved in
HERBERT
SMITH FREEHILLS
TITLE
OREM IPSUM
SIT AMET
inancial fact torione optatur,the
cus lorem.
competition law infringement, the CMA's guidance makes it clear
that it can also seek CDDOs in lesser circumstances, including where
HERBERT SMITH FREEHILLS
the director ought to have been aware of the infringement.

OREM IPSUM SIT AMET
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Businesses and their directors should therefore ensure that all
employees are aware of the importance of competition law
compliance, and what conduct risks infringement, in order to avoid
33 99
personal as well as corporate liability.

10

33 See
99our e-bulletin for more detail.
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33

For further information, including on our online competition
99 compliance programme, please contact Veronica Roberts or
André Pretorius.

Implementation of EU Damages Directive in the UK

The deadline for implementation of the EU Directive on antitrust
damages actions was 27 December 2016. Whilst the UK (together
with many other Member States) failed to meet this deadline, the
Government has now published secondary legislation implementing
the changes required by the Directive, which is expected to come into
force shortly. The new rules – which will apply to competition law
damages claims brought in the Competition Appeal Tribunal and in
the High Court (together with equivalent courts in Scotland and
Northern Ireland) – include important changes in respect of
limitation periods, document disclosure, joint and several liability,
and contribution.
FREEHILLS
WhilstHERBERT
it isSMITH
unlikely
that the changes will impact the – already high –
level of competition litigation in the UK, they may lead to procedural
litigation on the meaning of some of the new provisions. A greater
number of damages actions and settlements are likely to be brought in
Member States where the private enforcement of competition law is
currently limited.

See our article for more detail on the Directive.

6.1	First UK director disqualification for breach of
99
competition law

Daniel Aston was the managing director of Trod Ltd, which was fined
by the CMA for breaching the prohibition on anti-competitive
agreements by fixing prices with another seller of posters and frames
on Amazon Marketplace. In December 2016 he gave the CMA an
GURES undertaking not to act as a director of any UK company for five years
(choosing to provide the undertaking when faced with the prospect of
the CMA seeking a competition director disqualification order (CDDO)
from the court, with the risk of liability for the associated costs). The
other company involved in the infringement received immunity from
TITLE for fACTS
fines under the CMA's leniency programme, under which the CMA
also agreed not to apply for CDDOs against its directors.
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Please contact Stephen Wisking or Kim Dietzel for
more information.

7.

CONSTRUCTION

7.1

Design liability under the NEC Form of Contract

In SSE Generation Limited v Hochtief Solutions AG and another decided on
21 December 2016, the Court of Session in Scotland considered a
contractor's potential design liability under the New Engineering
Contract (NEC) Form of Contract.
It concluded that the contractor was not obliged to guarantee the
performance of tunnelling works where Option X15 was adopted so
that the contractor would not be liable for defects in the works due to
his design so far as he proved that he used reasonable skill and care to
ensure that it complied with the Works Information.
The court also held that the overwhelming weight of the contractual
provisions called for the exercise of engineering judgement in
considering the tunnel support methodology.
The court held that to impose strict liability on the contractor would
HERBERT SMITH FREEHILLS
effectively
rob Option X15 of its meaning and make redundant some of
the other provisions regarding repair and maintenance.
The issue of whether a contract provides for the exercise of
reasonable skill and care in design or ensuring fitness for purpose has
been regularly considered by the courts and, at present, the MT
Højgaard v E.ON Climate and Renewables case on this point is pending
before the Supreme Court.
For further information, please contact Mark Lloyd-Williams or
Nicholas Downing.
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8.

DEBT CAPITAL MARKETS

8.1	Prospectus Regulation to replace current
Prospectus Directive
A key change for Debt Capital Markets is the new Prospectus
Regulation (the Regulation) which will, upon implementation, replace
the existing EU Prospectus Directive (the Prospectus Directive). The
Regulation is expected to be published in the Official Journal in the
first half of 2017 and the majority of provisions are expected to apply
24 months from the date of entry into force. The Regulation provides
for, amongst other things, the following changes:
new requirements on the form and content of risk factors and
summaries in prospectuses. In particular, the Regulation requires
risk factors to be presented in a limited number of categories
depending on their nature, with the most material risk factors
mentioned first. Further guidelines on risk factor disclosure are
expected from the European Securities and Markets Authority;
HERBERT SMITH FREEHILLS

the expansion of the wholesale disclosure regime and exemption
from the requirement to produce a summary (available under the
Prospectus Directive to bonds with a minimum denomination of
EUR100,000) to bonds traded on a regulated market to which only
qualified investors can have access; and
the introduction of the concept of a "universal registration
SECTION TITLE
document" to assist07 frequent
issuers.

HERBERT SMITH FREEHILLS

For further information, please contact Amy Geddes
or Andrew Roberts.
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9.

ENERGY AND ENVIRONMENT

9.1
99
9.1.1

Energy
DEFRA consultation: reducing emissions from medium 		
combustion plants and generators

99
The Government is required to transpose the Medium Combustion
Plant Directive (MCPD), an EU directive which will impose emissions
controls on combustion plants in the 1-50MWth range: (i) from
33 99
December 2018 for new plants; and (ii) in 2025 or 2030 for existing
plants (depending on their size), into domestic law by December 2017.
The UK also has legal commitments as regards air quality (eg the EU
Air Quality Directive and the Gothenburg Protocol, with changes to the
latter implemented via the EU National Emissions Ceilings Directive).

URES However, due to an increase in low-cost, small scale flexible power

generators that emit high levels of air pollutants (and driven in part by
issues in the wider energy policy landscape such as the capacity
market) the Government decided to take further action to reduce
emissions
levels (specifically nitrogen dioxide (NO2), oxides of
HERBERT SMITH FREEHILLS
for fACTS
nitrogen (NOx), sulphur dioxide (SO2), and particulate matter (PM)
HERBERT SMITH FREEHILLS
07
SECTION TITLE
levels). The Government's
proposed
emissions limits and permitting
requirements would apply to new plants from December 2018 and
existing plants would have to comply from 2024 or 2029, depending
PSUM SIT AMET
fact torione optatur,on
cus lorem.
their size. "Full implementation" would be achieved from 2030.
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+30%

The consultation, run by the Department for Environment, Food and Rural
Affairs (DEFRA), closed on 8 February 2017. The Government is expected
PSUM SIT AMET
fact torione optatur,to
cus lorem.
publish its response and policy decisions within three months.
0 33 99

+66%
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For further information, please contact Silke Goldberg.

HERBERT SMITH FREEHILLS

Embedded benefits and the capacity market
In December 2016, Ofgem published an update on its review of
charging arrangements for embedded generation. Ofgem has concerns
that rising Transmission Network Use of System (TNUoS) demand
residual payments to embedded generators are unsustainable and that
such embedded benefits are distorting investment decisions (and
leading to inefficient outcomes in the capacity market). Ofgem has
received a Final Modification Report (FMR) from the Connection and
Use of System (CUSC) Modification Panel regarding two proposed
modifications in this regard and is expected to make a decision on
these proposals in the first half of this year (after consultation). Any
changes will be implemented in April 2018.
As an interim measure, Ofgem advised participants bidding into the
December 2016 T-4 capacity market auction to assume that by no
later than 2020 TNUoS demand residual payments to embedded
generation could be as low as the most significant reduction proposed
in the CUSC modifications or workgroup alternatives (WACMs) set
out in the FMR. This, along with the introduction of emissions limits
and permitting requirements (see the update above on DEFRA's
consultation), led to speculation about whether (and how) the results
of the December 2016 T-4 capacity market auction would be affected
including whether there would be a shift in favour of new gas and
other non-diesel transmission connected plant.
HERBERT SMITH FREEHILLS

While the auction clearing price of £22.50/kW/year was slightly
higher than in the previous auction (which cleared at £18/kW/year) it
was still low and only one new-build combined cycle gas turbine
(CCGT) plant, Centrica's King's Lynn, won a 15 year capacity market
agreement. Some commentators have suggested that the
Government still needs to do more to bring forward investment in new
gas plant and bolster security of supply as existing coal and nuclear
plants come offline in coming years.
For further information, please contact Julia Pyke
and Simon Caridia.

Funding for innovative smart energy systems
On 25 January 2017, the Department for Business, Energy & Industrial
Strategy (BEIS) announced that £28 million of funding will be available
for investment in smart energy systems, industrial energy reduction
and offshore wind.
Up to £9 million will be spent on a competition to reduce the cost of
energy storage, including electricity, thermal and power-to-gas
storage and up to £600,000 for feasibility studies for projects that
can store energy on a large scale. Up to £7.6 million will be available to
advance demand side response technologies to help both private and
public sector organisations reduce energy use at peak times. In
addition,
to reduce energy costs for industry, the Government intends
HERBERT SMITH FREEHILLS
to invest around £9 million in a competition to find new ways of
improving the energy efficiency of UK industry.
Interested energy sector participants should consider registering to
compete for the funding. The competitions are in line with the
Industrial Strategy Green Paper published on 23 January 2017 in
which the Government affirmed its commitment to smart, flexible and
clean energy technologies such as storage, including batteries, and
demand response.
For further information, please contact Silke Goldberg.
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Update on the second contract for difference allocation round
10
10

Ahead of the application window for the second contract for difference
33 (CfD)
99 allocation round for less-established technologies (opening on 3
April 2017), on 8 February 2017 the Government published the draft
framework, responses to a consultation on changes to the
33 allocation
99
CfD contract and regulations and updated its policy paper on CfDs.
The final CfD standard terms and conditions, allocation framework and
round notice are expected to be published by 6 March 2017.
33 allocation
99

HERBERT SMITH FREEHILLS
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07

33 The
99Government is also tightening up the definition of foreseeability in
the change in law clauses, to make it clear that a judicial review
ITLE for fACTS
impacting the project (though not, by definition, against the
developer) will be treated as foreseeable provided it can be shown the
developer knew or should have known of such action.
10

HERBERT SMITH FREEHILLS
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However, the Government has not restricted the extension of time

+30%

GURES
on the occurrence of a force majeure event under the CfD.
10 33 available
99

Government has also decided against introducing measures to
mitigate the risk of underestimating load factors and overspending on
10 33 the
99Levy Control Framework, making changes to current measures to
disincentivise speculative bids for CfDs, and has provided clarification
ITLE for
fACTS
OREM
IPSUM
SIT AMET
the treatment of storage on CfD sites.
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For further information, please contact Julia Pyke
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Environment
Air quality: recent developments

The focus on the regulation of air quality continues to mount. Legal

GURES campaign group ClientEarth won a second case against the Government

OREM IPSUM SIT AMET
nancial fact torione optatur, cus lorem.

+66%

in relation to an inadequate national plan for reduction of non-compliant
air quality in certain UK cities including London. DEFRA has since
OREM IPSUM SIT AMET
that it will publish a revised draft for consultation with a view
nancial fact torione optatur,confirmed
cus lorem.
to
a
final
plan
being issued by 31 July 2017. The case is an interesting
ITLE for fACTS
HERBERT SMITH
FREEHILLS
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SECTION TITLE the UK's EU law obligations.
example
of the UK courts
enforcing
However,
the
UK
has
also
been
issued with a final warning by the
HERBERT SMITH FREEHILLS
European Commission to bring itself into compliance or face infraction
OREM IPSUM SIT AMET proceedings before the EU courts. The UK is not alone in being
nancial fact torione optatur, cus lorem.
non-compliant with standards for nitrogen dioxide – the principal source
of which is traffic and particularly diesel vehicle emissions. The reality of
the threat of EU proceedings is complicated by the timing of Brexit. A
OREM IPSUM SIT AMET
nancial fact torione optatur, cus lorem.
10 33 House
99 of Lords Select Committee report has recently pointed to the
need for a replacement mechanism to enforce those Government
obligations which will be subsumed into UK law via the Great Repeal Bill.
10 33 99
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the UK's failure to meet climate change targets and air pollution
standards. The Mayor of London, Sadiq Khan, announced his support
for the challenge, with Transport for London expected to be named as
an interested party in the case.
For further information, please contact Julie Vaughan.

SECTION TITLE

Developers allocated CfDs in this second and future allocation rounds
will have to repay any State aid specifically attributable to the relevant
project before the start date set out in the CfD. While Government has
offered guidance on what it thinks could be such aid, the courts could
10 33 reach
99 a different conclusion so the risk of payments in the development
and
GURES pre-development phase (eg grants) being held to be aid and
repayable will ultimately sit with the developer (and is also
10 33 therefore
99
likely to impact lender behaviour).

For further information, please contact Julie Vaughan.

Heathrow airport expansion

Four local councils and Greenpeace have brought a joint judicial
review challenge against the Government's decision to approve a
Heathrow airport third runway on grounds that it will inevitably lead to

11
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9.5

New Environmental Permitting Regulations take effect

The new Environmental Permitting (England and Wales) Regulations
2016 were made on 11 December 2016 and came into force on
1 January 2017. The new Regulations mainly consolidate past
amendments rather than introduce new policy. The Government has
indicated that there will not be a wider policy review of the regulations
in England until 2019.
For further information, please contact Julie Vaughan.

9.6	Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) Directive
2014 deadline
HERBERT SMITH FREEHILLS

The 16 May 2017 deadline for Member States to implement revisions
to the EIA Directive adopted in 2014 is fast approaching. The changes
add to the assessment criteria for screening and assessing
development project risks. Consultations have been conducted on
amendments for each of the devolved Scottish and Welsh legislation
and the equivalent English legislation. The revised legislation is now
expected to be laid before Parliament ahead of the deadline.
For further information, please contact Julie Vaughan.

9.7

EU Circular Economy Package

As part of the European Commission's revamped Circular Economy
Package issued in December 2015, the European Parliament and the
Council are debating an extensive revamp of EU waste and recycling
legislation. The Package involves a wide-ranging action plan to extend
the lifecycles of products, reduce waste and promote sustainable
growth. To date, proposals have been submitted to amend key waste
legislation including the Waste Framework Directive, Packaging Waste
Directive, Landfill Directive, Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment
Directive and Hazardous Substances in Electrical and Electronic
Equipment Directive. Key proposals include economic incentives for
producers to put greener products on the market and support recovery
and recycling
schemes, more stringent targets for recycling, and various
HERBERT SMITH FREEHILLS
additional restrictions and incentives including banning further domestic
waste streams from landfill. The Commission's January 2017 report on
the implementation of the Action Plan called for adoption of the
proposed waste legislation by the end of 2017. It is therefore possible that
the revisions will be in force before Brexit takes effect and would be
implemented into UK law. The new landfills bans on glass, paper, metal
and plastic that are required to be collected separately may prove
challenging for local councils but act as a spur to the recycling industry.
For further information, please contact Julie Vaughan.

10.

FINANCIAL SERVICES REGULATION

10.1

Reforms to FCA and PRA enforcement processes

The Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) and Prudential Regulation
Authority (PRA) have issued a joint policy statement setting out
reforms to their enforcement processes, following on from HM

0

0

0
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Treasury's Enforcement Review and the Green Report. A number of
the changes aim to clarify existing rules and guidance, rather than to
introduce or abolish rules. Several changes serve to provide more
information or clarity to enforcement subjects. Most significantly,
33 99
the FCA has set out the following changes which come into effect
on 1 March 2017:
33 99
A new streamlined procedure has been introduced to narrow the
issues between the FCA and the subject in an enforcement action by
entering into a "focused resolution agreement" on the facts and
33 99
liability, with the Regulatory Decisions Committee then determining
only the action to be taken. Partly contested cases will have the
ability to encompass contesting penalty only, contesting liability
and penalty, or a focused narrowed down combination of facts,
liability and penalty that will give a discount reflecting the extent
of agreement.

URES

for fACTS

The discount where a focused resolution agreement to contest
penalty only is reached during stage 1 has been set at 30%.
Stage
2 and stage 3 discounts have been abolished. In fully settled
HERBERT SMITH FREEHILLS
cases the discount of 30% remains where agreement is reached
during stage 1.

£1bn

In 2017 the PRA intends to issue a policy statement following on from
PSUM SIT AMET its consultation on the establishment of the Enforcement Decision
fact torione optatur, cus lorem.
Making Committee, as well as a short guide to the PRA's enforcement
HERBERT SMITH FREEHILLS
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processes which will incorporate many of the reforms it has
committed to implement.
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For further information, please contact Karen Anderson.

MiFID II

The MiFID Directive (MiFID II Directive) and Regulation (MiFIR)
99
(together, MiFID II) will, following a one-year delay, apply from
January 2018. MiFID II will replace the current MiFID framework and
0 33 will
99
significantly impact both the structure and operation of EU
financial markets and provide increased protection for investors.
Changes in relation to markets include increased regulation of trading
0 33 venues,
99 the introduction of organised trading facilities, broadened
scope of systematic internalisers, requirements in respect of
algorithmic and high-frequency trading, change in the scope of
commodity derivatives and expansion of pre- and post-trade
transparency rules. Investor protection changes include those relating
to inducements, investment research, product design and
URES intervention, conflicts of interest, client classification and increased
disclosures to clients.
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33

The European Commission is in the process of adopting various
delegated and implementing
acts (including technical standards)
HERBERT SMITH FREEHILLS
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which will specify how MiFID II will operate in greater detail. In the UK,
for fACTS
the Government will make and lay the finalised statutory instruments
to implement the MiFID II Directive in early 2017. The FCA and the
PRA have both consulted on MiFID II implementation during the
PSUM SIT AMET
fact torione optatur,course
cus lorem.
of 2016. The FCA will respond to the consultations and publish
final rules in two publications, to be published in March and June 2017.
0 33 The
99PRA will also publish final rules in the first half of 2017.
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Firms must ensure they have the correct permissions in place to carry
33 out
99
relevant regulated activities from 3 January 2018. Firms have been
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able to apply for MiFID II authorisation and vary existing permissions
since the end of January 2017 and will be able to apply for passport
notifications from 31 July 2017. The FCA has published a user guide to
help firms decide which applications and notifications they should
make, with an explanation as to how to do so.
For further information, please contact Clive Cunningham.

11.

INSURANCE

11.1	New rules on distributions out of long-term
insurance business
The Companies Act 2006 (Distributions of Insurance Companies)
Regulations (SI 2016/1194) were made on 7 December 2016. The
Regulations, which amend Part 23 Companies Act 2016 (CA 2006)
following implementation of the Solvency II Directive, contain rules
applying to authorised insurance and reinsurance companies which carry
on long-term insurance business and which are subject to the Solvency II
regime. New section 833A CA 2006 determines the profits available for
distribution by a firm that carries on long term insurance business. A
formula is used for calculating the realised profit or loss of such a firm,
based on its net assets (determined using Solvency II values) and subject
to further deductions for certain assets that cannot reasonably be
considered distributable. Where a firm carries on both long-term business
and other insurance business, section 833A will only apply to the former,
while the other provisions of Part 23 will continue to apply to its other
HERBERT SMITH FREEHILLS
business. Section 843 CA 2006 continues to apply to life insurance
companies that are not authorised under the Solvency II Directive.
The Regulations came into force on 30 December 2016 and have effect
for distributions made on or after that date by reference to relevant
accounts prepared for any period ending on or after 1 January 2016.
This is an important change that enables insurers carrying on long term
business to make distributions following implementation of Solvency II.
For further information, please contact Geoffrey Maddock or
Alison Matthews.

11.2	Insurance and Reinsurance Disputes Annual Review of
2016 published
Herbert Smith Freehills has published its Insurance and Reinsurance
Disputes Annual Review, a publication which provides an overview
and analysis of the key cases and developments affecting those
engaged in or with contentious matters in the insurance and
reinsurance market. The Review, which we produce annually, is an
invaluable resource to those with an involvement or interest in
relevant developments in the insurance and reinsurance market.
2016 will
undoubtedly be remembered as a year of significant and
HERBERT SMITH FREEHILLS
fundamental developments for the UK insurance market with both the
Insurance Act 2015 coming in to force and the UK's vote to leave the
EU. We look at the potential impact of both of these key developments
in a number of the articles in the Review as well as the significant court
decisions relating to insurance and more general matters from the
past year.
Please click here to access the Review.
For further information, please contact Paul Lewis.
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12.

PLANNING

12.1

Housing White Paper and Build to Rent

The Housing White Paper and "Planning and Affordable Housing for
Build to Rent" were published for consultation on Tuesday 7 February
HERBERT SMITH FREEHILLS
07
SECTION TITLE
2017. The consultation periods close on 1 May 2017.

The Government wants to increase the supply of appropriate housing
in England to meet demand by planning for the right homes in the right
places, building homes faster and diversifying the housing market. The
type and amount of affordable housing that should be offered is
discussed, including where it should be built and who should build it.
10 33 There
99 are provisions on Starter Homes, Affordable Private Rent,
brownfield land and Green Belt. Also discussed are how local
should plan for adequate housing supply and the
10 33 authorities
99
consequences of this not being done. Local authorities may get
additional land assembly and sale powers, and land ownership and
may become more transparent. There are proposals to
10 33 interests
99
amend the national planning application form, increase planning fees,
reduce implementation periods and introduce appeal fees. Innovative
building techniques, high quality design and higher density
development are encouraged and space standards may be revised.
Surplus
public sector 07land will
beTITLE
released for housing, with a new
HERBERT SMITH
FREEHILLS
SECTION
HERBERT SMITH FREEHILLS
Accelerated Construction Programme. There will be changes to the
GURES National Planning Policy Framework, to be announced in June.

Long awaited Government responses to various consultations were
published alongside the White Paper. However, its response to its
consultation on the Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL), expected to
TITLE for fACTS
published with the Housing White Paper, will not be available until
10 33 be99
the autumn Budget.

£1bn
10

33

99 For further information, please contact Matthew White or
Catherine Howard.
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Draft Airports National Policy Statement and air quality

In February 2017, the Government published a Draft Airports National
Policy Statement: new runway capacity and infrastructure at airports
in the south east of England. This sets out the Government's policy on
OREM IPSUM SIT AMET
inancial fact torione optatur, cus lorem.
the need for additional airport capacity in the south east of England
and the case for the Government's preferred scheme, namely the
HERBERT SMITH FREEHILLS
GURES north-west
runway at Heathrow Airport. The Government is also, in
parallel, consulting on UK airspace policy ("Reforming policy on the
design and use of UK airspace"). Both consultations close on 25 May
2017.

+66%
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Also, the Government has confirmed that it plans to publish a
consultation on its revised national air quality plan for nitrogen dioxide
by 24 April 2017.

£1bn

OREM IPSUM SIT AMET
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+30%
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For more information, please contact Matthew White or
Catherine Howard.

TAX
Finance Bill 2017

On 5 December 2016, HMRC published draft clauses for inclusion in
Finance Bill 2017, together with a significant number of accompanying

OREM IPSUM SIT AMET
inancial fact torione optatur, cus lorem.
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documents including responses to consultation, draft regulations and
policy papers. Second draft revised legislation in respect of some
measures was also released in late January 2017.
Of particular
note are the new rules on interest deductibility, the use of
HERBERT SMITH FREEHILLS
losses for corporation tax purposes, changes to the substantial
shareholdings exemption and reform of the taxation of non domiciled
individuals, all of which are to come into effect from April 2017.
Consultations have also been released regarding changes to the VAT
grouping regime and a potential new requirement for those involved in
the creation of offshore arrangements to register those arrangements
with HMRC.
For further information, please contact Isaac Zailer or
Howard Murray.

13.2

Spring Budget 2017

The Chancellor of the Exchequer, Philip Hammond, will present the
spring Budget on 8 March 2017.
A new Budget timetable will be introduced from this year, which will
FREEHILLS
mean HERBERT
thatSMITH
following
this spring Budget, the Budget will in future be
delivered in autumn, with the first autumn Budget taking place in
autumn 2017. From spring 2018, the Chancellor will deliver a spring
Statement in response to the Office for Budget Responsibility's spring
forecast, but this is not expected to be a major fiscal event. This new
timetable will allow the Government to consult on tax changes in the
spring and draft legislation in the summer, before they are introduced
as a Finance Bill shortly after the autumn Budget.
For further information, please contact Isaac Zailer or
Howard Murray.

14.	TECHNOLOGY, MEDIA AND
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
14.1	New EU content portability regime agreed with concerns
still remaining about its potential impact on territorial
licensing models
Agreement was reached by the European Commission, European
Parliament and European Union (EU) Member States on 7 February
2017 in respect of a new regulation to enable cross-border content
portability. From 2018, EU citizens will be able to make full use of their
paid online content services (across film, sport, television, music,
e-books and gaming) wherever they are in the EU.
These rules form part of a wider initiative introduced by the European
Commission in 2015 (and are the first in a series of measures relating
to modernisation of EU copyright rules) aimed at breaking down the
barriers to the so-called Digital Single Market where individuals and
businesses can seamlessly access and exercise online activities
irrespective of their nationality or place of residence.
The rules will require online content service providers to enable their
users to access content wherever they are in the EU based on
verification of each user's country of residence (using, for example,
payment details or IP addresses). The regime will only apply to paid
online content (providers of free services will continue to have

0

0

0
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discretion as to whether to make their services portable or not).
The informal agreement was subsequently endorsed by the
Permanent Representatives Committee on 15 February 2017.Once the
agreedHERBERT
text
has
been formally confirmed by the Council of the EU and
SMITH
FREEHILLS
the European Parliament, and the Regulation has been adopted,
service providers will have a 9-month period to prepare for and ensure
compliance with the rules before they become directly applicable
throughout the EU in early 2018.
The likely impact of the new regulation remains to be seen, however, it
arguably represents a step forward in the alignment of EU regulation
with digital technology developments.
For further information, please contact Hayley Brady.

14.2	European Commission, Parliament and Council agreement
on wholesale roaming charges
On 1 February 2017, the European Commission announced that the
Commission, European Parliament and the Council of the EU have
reached an informal agreement on proposed rules setting out
maximum wholesale roaming charges for telecommunications
operators – to protect those operators in the run up to abolishing retail
roaming charges later this year.
07
SECTION
The European Commission's
2015TITLEregulation on roaming and net
neutrality (the Roaming Regulation) sets out a new retail pricing regime
for regulating roaming services, with the objective of ending retail
roaming charges by 15 June 2017. This will allow consumers to use their
domestic mobile phone subscriptions when periodically travelling abroad
without incurring additional charges (subject to a fair use policy). The
Roaming Regulation also required the Commission to review the
roaming market and propose wholesale roaming charges to
33 wholesale
99
HERBERT SMITH FREEHILLS
enable the end of the corresponding charges at the retail level.
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33 The
99European Parliament and the Council of the EU must now formally
approve the maximum wholesale roaming rates that have been agreed
through the European legislative process.
33 99

URES
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The European Commission Press Release on the end of roaming
charges can be accessed here.
For further information, please contact Aaron White or
Claire Wiseman.

14.3	Draft ePrivacy Regulation published by the
European Commission
On 10 January 2017 the European Commission published its new
legislative proposal to reform the existing Privacy and
Communications Directive (ePrivacy Directive), which deals with the
processing of personal data and protection of privacy in the electronic
communications sector.

£1bn

PSUM SIT AMET
fact torione optatur, cus lorem.

The proposal takes the form of a Regulation on Privacy and Electronic
Communications (the ePrivacy Regulation), which is intended to
replace the ePrivacy Directive and align the current rules with the
PSUM SIT AMET
fact torione optatur,incoming
cus lorem.
European General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR).

+30%

+66%

Key proposals include:
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extending the scope to apply in the same manner to all electronic
communications service providers, including over-the-top service
providers like WhatsApp or Skype (rather than only "traditional"
telecommunications services providers, as is currently the case);
the Regulation having extra territorial effect ie it will apply to
communications data processed in conjunction with service
provision from outside the EU to users inside the EU;
requirements to anonymise or delete content and metadata
generated from electronic communications if user consent is not
given to its retention (unless certain exceptions apply e.g. use for
billing purposes). The proposal also extends the ways in which
telecoms providers can use this data;
simplifying the existing provisions and consent requirements
relating to cookies;
whilst users must consent to unsolicited commercial
communications regardless of the communication method used,
Member States may legislate to permit voice-to-voice marketing
calls on an "opt-out" basis instead. Direct marketing rules also still
permit the marketing of similar products and services on an "opt
out" basis; and
enforcement by the national data protection authorities and a tiered
framework for increased sanctions including fines of up to EUR 20
million or 4% of total worldwide annual turnover (whichever is the
HERBERT SMITH FREEHILLS
higher) for breach of certain provisions.
Whilst the draft proposal is likely to be subject to amendment (as well
as concerns from consumer rights groups and industry stakeholders),
the Commission provides for the ePrivacy Regulation to apply from
25 May 2018, when the GDPR will enter into force.
The ePrivacy Regulation can be accessed here.
For further information, please contact Nick Pantlin and
Claire Wiseman.
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AUSTRALIA

15.1	Limited waiver of privileged materials in the context of
regulatory investigations
Entities the subject of regulatory investigations are often faced with the
strategic decision of whether to provide the regulator with their legal
advice, including advice created in the context of internal investigations.
While the production of privileged material, particularly material which
appears to advance the subject entities' interests, may seem attractive
(corporations are increasingly under pressure to provide "full
co-operation" to regulators so as to preserve their relationship with the
regulator (with whom they may have ongoing dealings) and to take
advantage of potential leniency in the enforcement stage. There are
also strong incentives to seek the swift resolution of regulatory
inquiries given the risk of reputational damage and business disruption
as a result of prolonged inquiries), the recent decision of the Federal
Court of Australia in Cantor v Audi Australia Pty Ltd [2016] FCA 1391
highlights the importance of mitigating the potential risk that waiver
may extend to third parties (including class action litigants) by taking
steps to ensure disclosure is on a strictly limited basis for an express
purpose and that confidentiality is maintained.
The case concerned an application in the context of class action
proceedings commenced against Volkswagen AG and certain of its
related group companies (Volkswagen) for discovery of privileged
advice and documents previously disclosed to a German regulator.
The advice had been provided in response to a request for information
during a regulatory investigation. Parts of the advice were then
reproduced in "ordinances" sent to Volkswagen setting out remedial
steps required to be taken. Volkswagen resisted the application on the
basis that the documents and advice were privileged.
The Federal Court upheld Volkswagen's claims of privilege and found
that privilege had not been waived because the documents had been
provided to the regulator on confidential terms for the limited purpose
of assisting the regulator to perform its function. Australian law
HERBERT SMITH FREEHILLS
provides that privilege is waived where the privilege-holder behaves in
a manner inconsistent with the maintenance of the confidentiality the
privilege protects. The Court emphasised that where privileged
material is disclosed on a limited basis, it is critical to take steps to
maintain confidentiality if privilege is to be preserved (at [74]), noting
that privilege would have been waived if Volkswagen had sought to
deploy its correspondence with the regulator in the context of the
class action).
For further information, please contact Andrew Eastwood or
Alexandra Payne.

15.2

Clarity on the horizon for policyholder defendants

Current legislation in NSW (section 6 of the Law Reform
(Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1946 (NSW)), which is mirrored in the
Australian Capital Territory and Northern Territory, allows a third
party claimant to obtain a statutory charge over the proceeds of a
defendant policyholder's liability insurance policies before the alleged
liability crystallises.
Some cases in recent years have suggested that the imposition of this
charge could, in certain circumstances, prevent the insurer advancing

to the insured company or individual the costs of defending the
underlying allegations of liability, creating uncertainty for insurers and
policyholders and diminishing the value of those insurance policies,
particularly in the context of class action claims. (Further background
on New Zealand Bridgecorp decisions and decision of NSW Court of
Appeal in Chubb v Moore is available here. See also Rushleigh Services
Pty Ltd v Forge Group Ltd (in liq) (Receivers and Managers Appointed); In
the Matter of Forge Group Ltd (in liq) (Receivers and Managers Appointed)
[2016] FCA 1471 and Hopkins v AECOM Australia Pty Ltd (No 4) [2015]
328 ALR 1.)
In light of this uncertainty, the NSW Law Reform Commission has now
recommended an amendment to remove the ability to obtain a
statutory charge (while preserving the ability of a claimant to directly
access insurance policy proceeds in certain circumstances) and make
clear that a liability insurer can advance defence costs to its
policyholder even where the claimant has a direct access right (NSW
Law Reform Commission Report 143 "Third Party Claims on Insurance
Money: review of s6 of the Law Reform (Miscellaneous Provisions)
Act 1946", November 2016).
If you have any questions, or would like to know how this might affect
your business, please contact Mark Darwin, Peter Holloway or Guy
Narburgh.

15.3

Review of Australian Consumer Law

The Australian Consumer Law (ACL) commenced on 1 January 2011.
Consumer Affairs Australia and New Zealand (CAANZ) is
undertaking the first review of the ACL since its commencement and
is due to publish its final report in March 2017.
An Interim Report published in October 2016 states that CAANZ is
approaching this review with a view to maintaining the ACL's benefits
while reforming and improving the law in the following ways:
1. clarifying, simplifying and, where appropriate, streamlining the law;
2. strengthening the law where there are regulatory gaps and
evidence of consumer detriment; and
3. "future proofing" the law to the extent possible to ensure that it is
sufficiently flexible to deal with emerging industries and market
practices and maintains appropriate levels of consumer protection,
while not stifling innovation or competition in the marketplace.
The Interim Report suggests that the focus of the review will be on a
range of key areas, including:
1. consumer guarantees, particularly regarding transparency and
disclosure requirements and the meaning of "major" failure;
2. the effectiveness of the national product safety regime currently
in place;
3. the interpretation of the unconscionable conduct provisions in the ACL;
4. the scope and application of provisions dealing with unfair
contract terms;
5. the effectiveness of current maximum financial penalties; and
6. possible reforms to the regulation of unsolicited selling.
We will provide an update after the final report is released in March.
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For further information, please contact Peter Holloway or
Aoife Xuereb.

15.4

Growth of class actions in Australia: 25 years and counting

This year marks the 25th anniversary of class actions in Australia.
Class actions have unquestioningly emerged as the fastest growing
species of litigation. Since the regime was first introduced in 1992,
more than 467 class actions have been filed; but importantly the
growth has been exponential with over a third filed in the last six
years. At the global level, Australia is arguably the second most active
class action market in the world, behind only the US.
The factors contributing to class action growth include:
Low barriers to commencing class action proceedings – Australian
pleading thresholds are low and there is no certification required
prior to commencement.
Availability of class action proceedings in four jurisdictions (Federal,
Victoria, New South Wales and Queensland) – the three states
account for more than 77% of Australia's population.
Robust regulatory framework across key industries – Australia has
comprehensive regulations relating to consumer protection, product
liability laws, securities disclosures, and misleading and deceptive
conduct. Breaches in these areas typically result in broad-based
harm capable of enforcement through a class action vehicle.
Strong support from third-party litigation funders – in the last six
years, almost 50% of class actions were supported by a funder.
Almost all funded claims resolved by way of settlement.
SECTION TITLE
This growth is likely to07 continue.
Looking ahead, there is likely to be a
significant expansion in the funding market and the types of class
actions filed. Though the full impact of the 2016 Money Max "common
fund" decision is yet to be determined, it will increase the
attractiveness of class actions as investments for funders. More
opportunities will be pursued as funders compete for market share.

HERBERT SMITH FREEHILLS

33 The
99"X-factor" in assessing future growth is the possibility of
regulatory reform. In January 2017, the Victorian Law Reform
was tasked with reviewing the use of litigation funding
33 Commission
99
and class actions, following cases where the returns to funders
eclipsed that of group members. This review may result in prudential
for funders (currently, funders are subject to minimal
33 requirements
99
regulation) and amendments to the class action structure (including
introducing certification requirements). National reforms have
previously been considered by the Productivity Commission.

In the matter of OneSteel Manufacturing Pty Limited (administrators
appointed) [2017] NSWSC 21, an equipment leasing company
originally registered a number of financing statements in respect of
some equipment leases against the Australian business number
(ABN) of a steel manufacturer. Under the PPSA and PPSR, the
registrations needed to be made against the steel manufacturer's
Australian company number (ACN). The steel manufacturer went into
voluntary administration and its appointed administrators informed
the leasing company that they considered the original registrations to
be ineffective.
Brereton J held that the original registrations were ineffective as a
search of the Register by reference to the details required to be
included under the PPSA and PPSR was not capable of disclosing the
registrations. As the ACN had been omitted, a search of the Register
by reference to the ACN would not have revealed the original
registrations. Notably, Brereton J held that it was immaterial that the
original registrations could be discovered by a "combined grantor
search" involving searches of the Register by reference to the steel
manufacturer's other details as these searches were not contemplated
and authorised by the PPSA.
Brereton J also found that the interests of the leasing company had
vested in the steel manufacturer as the leasing company's interests
were not perfected at that time. This effectively gave ownership of the
leased assets to the insolvent estate to be realised for the benefit of
creditors generally.
The case also reaffirms the constitutionality of section 267 of the
PPSA which provides that a security interest that is unregistered at the
HERBERT SMITH FREEHILLS
commencement
of formal insolvency will "vest" in the grantor.
Brereton J's decision further highlights that relief under section
588FM of the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) (a provision allowing for
an extension of time for registration of security interests against
companies) will not be available where the interests were unperfected
at the time when a grantor is already under administration.
Our briefing of 7 February 2017 covers the above case in more detail.

HERBERT SMITH FREEHILLS

For further information, please contact Jason Betts or
Christine Tran.
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15.5	ABN or ACN? Onesteel decision establishes an exact match
system for Personal Property Securities Act identification
of grantors

A recent New South Wales case has provided a reminder of the
importance of strictly referring to the grantor details as prescribed
under the Personal Property Securities Act 2009 (Cth) (PPSA) and
the Personal Property Securities Regulations 2010 (Cth) (PPSR) when
PSUM SIT AMET registering financial statements on the Personal Property Securities
fact torione optatur, cus lorem.
Register (the Register).
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For more information, please contact John Angus, Paul Apathy,
Mark Clifton and Tony Coburn.

15.6

Financial services – Remediation

There has been much activity in the regulation of the activities of
financial advisors in recent years. Now that the Future of Financial
Advice (FOFA) regime, which prohibits commission payments unless
specific requirements have been met, has been settled, the Australian
Securities and Investments Commission (ASIC) has moved its
attention to the remediation of clients impacted by bad adviser
behaviour. ASIC recently published RG 256 Client review and
remediation conducted by advice licensees (RG 256), which represents
the first attempt by the Australian regulator to define its expectations
of remediation programs. ASIC published RG 256 in the context of a
number of financial institutions charging customers for advice
services which were not ultimately received for various reasons. This
trend was also the subject of ASIC's REP 499 Financial Advice: Fees for
no service. The industry is in dialogue with ASIC in relation to various
aspects of ASIC's guidance to clarify the guidance. Key issues include:
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ASIC's reluctance to accept an opt-in model;

16.

ASIC's expectation that licensees review records going back further
than seven years in the course of remediation, which is beyond the
statute
of limitations period for bringing claims; and
HERBERT SMITH FREEHILLS

16.1	First China International Economic and Trade Arbitration
Commission (CIETAC) Hong Kong Arbitration Center
award enforced in mainland China

ASIC's lack of consistency in approach across the industry.
ASIC's position appears to represent a growing point of divergence
with its UK counterpart. In September 2016, the Financial Conduct
Authority (FCA) developed a remediation framework which appears
to require a narrower scope of customers in the remediation plan than
would be expected under ASIC's guidelines.
For further information, please contact Michael Vrisakis or
Alison Wheatley.

15.7	Employment claims in Australia – Australian Fair Work
Commission unable to enforce the rights of entry of
union officials

HERBERT SMITH FREEHILLS
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For any company with operations in Australia, particularly in industries
where unions are highly active, a recent decision of the Full Bench of
the Fair Work Commission is significant.

10
10

On 16 January 2017, the Full Bench delivered its decision in CFMEU v
BHP Billiton Nickel West Pty Ltd [2017] FWCFB 217. The decision
33 confirmed
99
that the Fair Work Commission does not have jurisdiction
to make a declaration of presently existing rights under the Fair Work
Act 2009 (Cth). Hence, it cannot enforce rights of union officials to
33 99
enter upon employers' premises.

The case involved union officials attempting to gain entry to BHP
99
Billiton's site to hold discussions with maintenance contractors'
employees before the commencement of those employees' shifts. The
union sought an order from the Fair Work Commission that they "are
entitled to enter the premises". The Full Bench held that granting such
an order would involve the Fair Work Commission exercising judicial
power, as opposed to the arbitral powers it has been delegated as an
GURES administrative tribunal.

10

33
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This decision
is likely to reduce the Fair Work Commission's role in
disputes concerning right of entry. Where a party is seeking what
amounts to a declaration as to its presently existing rights, its only
TITLE for fACTS
option will be to commence proceedings in the Federal Court. The
decision confirms the traditional position that the "industrial umpire"
is not able to make enforceable decisions about any presently existing
OREM IPSUM SIT AMET rights, including, for example, entitlements to wages and allowances,
inancial fact torione optatur, cus lorem.
and the enforcement of industrial instruments.

£1bn

+30%
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For further information, please contact Anthony Longland or
Russell Allen.

17

CHINA

On 13 December 2016, the Nanjing Intermediate People's Court of
Jiangsu Province issued its decision in Ennead Architects International
LLP v Fuli Nanjing Dichan Kaifa Youxian Gongsi (Fuli Nanjing) (2016) Su
01 RenGang No.1. The court enforced an arbitral award against Fuli
Nanjing and the decision marks the first time that a Chinese court has
enforced a CIETAC Hong Kong Arbitration Center arbitral award in
mainland China.
Although the facts of this case are somewhat unusual, in that the
award debtor did not resist enforcement of the award, the decision
demonstrates that mainland Chinese courts recognise the validity of,
and are prepared to enforce, awards rendered under the auspices of
CIETAC Hong Kong. CIETAC (which has historically been the
arbitration
institution of choice in mainland China for Chinese
HERBERT SMITH FREEHILLS
enterprises) sought to boost its international presence by establishing
a Hong Kong branch in September 2012, offering greater flexibility by
allowing China-related disputes with a nexus to Hong Kong to be
seated in Hong Kong arbitration and resolved in Hong Kong. As a
result, it enhances Hong Kong's world-class reputation for
international commercial arbitration, and will be welcomed by
arbitration practitioners and users considering different institutional
options for arbitrations seated in Hong Kong.
For further information, please contact Kathryn Sanger.

17.

DUBAI

17.1

Arbitration in Dubai: two steps forward, one step back

A recent, much-publicised change to the UAE Federal Penal Code
which introduces potential criminal sanctions for arbitrators, has
threatened to undermine Dubai's efforts to promote itself as an
arbitration-friendly jurisdiction. The new law provides that arbitrators
who fail to maintain requirements of integrity and impartiality may
now be sentenced to imprisonment. While the Dubai International
Financial Centre (DIFC) has its own arbitration law which enshrines
arbitrator immunity, the UAE Federal Penal Code applies across the
UAE, including in the DIFC, raising concerns that these criminal
sanctions will be used as a tactic to derail both Dubai and
DIFC-seated arbitrations.
As a result of the change in law, arbitrators are in increasing number
withdrawing from UAE-seated tribunals and refusing nominations to sit
as arbitrators on such tribunals. In a UAE-seated DIFC arbitration, a
HERBERT SMITH FREEHILLS
nominated
arbitrator recently withdrew from the process when lawyers
for the respondent reserved the right to rely on this provision, raising the
possibility of them relying on the new law on spurious grounds.
Whether the new law remains in effect for long, and how it will be
applied in practice, is yet to be seen. A number of UAE-based arbitrators
and practitioners have already asked the UAE Cabinet of Ministers to
review the new law with a view to amending or repealing it.
For further information, please contact Craig Shepherd,
Caroline Kehoe or Stuart Paterson.
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HONG KONG

18.1	Securities and Futures Commission announces "Manager
in Charge" regime to heighten senior management
accountability for financial institutions in Hong Kong
its circular of 16 December 2016 (with annexes 1 and 2 and a set of
33 In99
FAQs), the Securities and Futures Commission (SFC) of Hong Kong
introduced new measures to heighten the accountability of the senior
33 management
99
of all licensed corporations (LCs). The circular clarifies
who should be regarded as the senior management of a LC and
requires the LCs to designate fit and proper individuals to be
33 "Managers
99
in Charge" (MICs) of certain core functions.

The SFC's increased focus on senior management accountability is
part of a global trend to make it easier for regulators to hold individuals
to account, and follows the recent introduction of the Senior
Managers and Certification Regime in the UK. While the SFC
URES emphasises that the MIC Regime does not impose any additional civil
or criminal liability on the senior management of LCs, individuals must
consider carefully whether they should be appointed as MICs and, if
so, what their responsibilities for the designated core functions are.

for fACTS

The implementation timetable is as follows:

18 April 2017 – The SFC intends to commence the collection of
up-to-date management structure information from LCs and
PSUM SIT AMET
corporate licence applicants.
fact torione optatur, cus lorem.

£1bn

17 July 2017 – Existing LCs are expected to submit the required
information
via the SFC Online Portal on or before this date.
HERBERT SMITH FREEHILLS

+30%
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16 October 2017 – MICs who head certain core functions are also
required to be approved as Responsible Officers (ROs) and the SFC
generally expects that on or before this date (ie within six months
PSUM SIT AMET
from the commencement date), these MICs will have applied for
fact torione optatur, cus lorem.
approval to become ROs.
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Please click here to read our e-bulletin on the MIC regime.
For further information, please contact William Hallatt,
HERBERT SMITH FREEHILLS
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Gareth Thomas,
Hannah
Cassidy or Jessica Erickson.

18.2	Securities and Futures Commission confirms enforcement
priorities and approach following strategic review
In its Enforcement Reporter newsletter relaunched in December 2016
(see first issue), the SFC has confirmed that corporate fraud and
misfeasance, anti-money laundering, Growth Enterprise Market
33 companies
99
and multiple intra-group failings are issues high on its
agenda and will be pursued as a priority, as part of its shift towards a
33 more
99 targeted approach to enforcement.
The SFC has also confirmed changes to the way it will go about
its enforcement objectives, including the establishment of
33 pursuing
99
various specialised internal teams to address key and emerging risk
areas, in alignment with its enforcement priorities, as well as
increased collaboration with Mainland and Hong Kong regulators.

In addition, the SFC has indicated that in the appropriate case (with
exception of criminal proceedings), it may notify the relevant
URES the
parties towards the end of an investigation of its intention to take
enforcement action. The parties will be afforded an opportunity to
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first make submissions (which may be on the record), bring any
relevant facts to the SFC's attention, set out any legal reasons as to
why the enforcement action should not proceed, and/or propose a
settlement, before the SFC formally commences enforcement action.
Our e-bulletin considers the above in more detail.
For further information, please contact William Hallatt, John Siu
or Alice Dillon.

18.3	Securities and Futures Commission commences
consultation on enhancing regulation of asset management
industry and point-of-sale transparency
The SFC has recently held a three-month consultation regarding
proposed enhancements to the regulation of the asset management
industry and other amendments aimed at enhancing point-of-sale
transparency and addressing conflicts of interest in the sale of
investment products by intermediaries.
In its consultation paper of November 2016, the SFC proposed
amendments to the Fund Manager Code of Conduct (FMCC) in the
following four key areas:
Securities lending and repurchase agreements
Custodians and safe custody of fund assets
Liquidity risk management
Disclosure of leverage
The SFC has also proposed to make it clear in the revised FMCC that
the FMCC applies to all persons licensed by or registered with the SFC
whose business involves the management of collective investment
schemes (whether authorised or unauthorised) and/or discretionary
accounts (in the form of an investment mandate or a pre-defined
model portfolio), including, where appropriate, their representatives.
In addition, the SFC proposes to regulate the circumstances in which
an intermediary can represent itself as being "independent" or as
HERBERT SMITH FREEHILLS
providing
"independent advice", as well as require enhanced
disclosure of monetary benefits received or receivable that are not
quantifiable prior to or at the point of entering into a transaction.
Changes in this regard are proposed to the Code of Conduct for
Persons Licensed by or Registered with the Securities and
Futures Commission.
Our e-bulletin highlights the SFC's proposals in more detail.
For further information, please contact William Hallatt,
Hannah Cassidy or Alice Dillon.

19.

INDONESIA

19.1	Indonesian Government changes the rules (again) on ore
export and divestment requirements
Due to the impending expiry of the existing exemptions to the ore
export ban, the Indonesian Government has extended the ore export
ban exemptions (with onerous new conditions) and imposed stricter
local divestment requirements for mining companies. Under the new
regulations, mining companies will be able to apply for yearly
exemptions to the ore export ban (for certain minerals) for the next
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five years. However, mining companies will first need to provide
further evidence of their commitment to build a refining facility.
Further, any contract of work (CoW) holder wishing to apply for such
an extension must first convert their CoW to a special mining
business license (and thereby forego their preferential contractual
rights/status). This will have a major impact on several projects, most
notably the Grasberg project (majority owned by Freeport-McMoRan
Inc). Preliminary indications suggest that Freeport are unwilling to
accept such a requirement (which is contrary to the terms of its CoW)
and may lead to a shutdown of operations and international arbitration
HERBERT SMITH FREEHILLS
with the Indonesian Government.
The new regulations also amend the local divestment requirements
applicable to mining companies. In contrast with recent loosening of
the divestment requirements, the latest regulations require all mining
companies to comply with a maximum foreign ownership of 49% (by
the 10th year of production or, for the holders of CoWs which have
operated for more than five years, within a five further years).
For further information, please contact David Dawborn,
Dhani Maulana Pattinggi or Matthew Goerke.

20.

SINGAPORE

20.1	Asia opening up to third-party funding of international
arbitration and related proceedings
On 10 January 2017 the Singapore Parliament passed amendments to
the Civil Law Act legalising third-party funding in arbitration and
related proceedings in Singapore. Following a year of positive
developments for arbitration in Singapore, this latest development will
open up a significant new market for funders worldwide, further
asserts Singapore's eminence as an arbitral centre and paves the way
for further and deeper reform. Early reports of Ministers' comments
on the legislation, indicate that the amendments – currently limited to
international arbitration and related proceedings – are very much a
first step toward broader reform, which may include an extension to
HERBERT SMITH FREEHILLS
litigation
and domestic arbitration.
Looking to the broader Asian context, Hong Kong is also considering
opening up to third party funding. The Hong Kong Legislative Council
the Arbitration and Mediation Legislation (Third Party Funding)
(Amendment) Bill 2016 had its second reading in mid-January. If, as is
widely expected, the Bill is passed, Hong Kong will follow Singapore in
amending its legislation to meet user needs and demands.
For further information, please contact Alastair Henderson
or Justin D'Agostino.
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